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Synopsis of 2022
As travel continued its return, consumers were looking for new, authentic, and memorable
experiences that enable self-fulfillment. Post COVID, travelers were looking for an
opportunity to be surrounded by nature, immersed in a region’s authentic culture. In the
last year, Highway 1 has responded to this demand by marketing elevated nature-based
offerings, including a focus on hidden secrets, wildlife, and beaches.

Mid-year we pivoted the brand from Highway 1 Discovery Route to Highway 1 Road Trip to
be more in line with how Visit SLO CAL was describing the experience. It also helps us to
own the overarching awareness of the iconic road trip – meaning there’s no better way to
experience Highway 1 than our stretch in San Luis Obispo County. Our Highway 1 Road Trip
offers a bit of everything — from Hearst Castle, with its
inspiring collections and iconic architecture, to miles of
picture-perfect beaches, small town main streets lined with
cafes, and world class wineries to enjoy. Highway 1 in SLO
CAL has everything. And visitors with a keen interest in
sustainability, conservation, and responsible tourism can
experience our diverse ecosystem of protected wildlife and
marine life which includes whales, elephant seals, and
Monarch butterflies – to name a few.

Not being able to travel reminded us all how important it is
— for connecting with friends and family, for relaxing, for
exploring new places and cultures. As travel reopened,
people were eager to make up for lost time. Though many
resumed some regular travel, the desire to travel continued to increase. In early 2023,
Expedia research reported that nearly half (46%) of people say travel is more important to
them now than it was pre-pandemic. And they’re putting their money where their mouth is:
while 31% say their travel budget will be the same as it was last year, 43% are upping their
budget for the coming year. The amount people travel is also increasing: 79% say they plan
to take a leisure trip in the next year, up from 76% just a few months prior, with the
average person saying they plan to take two leisure trips. Tourism Economics is predicting
a four percent increase in countywide hotel revenue for 2023, mainly driven by a return in
international travel.
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Continued Focus on Results
In 2022/23, marketing results were strong as we continued to deploy, refine, and test. The
team created 24 new authority pages on the website which helps the website visibility for
specific search behavior. We improved metrics on our three main key performance
indicators, engagement, time on site, and map downloads. Growth in video with partners
such as Facebook Video, CTV and display video exploded our engagements and drove CPE
(cost per engagement) down. Paid media contributed the highest percentage of all site
visitors ever to the website. And search engine marketing, paid social media and email
worked the hardest to drive the highest CTR (click thru rate) and 1+ minute users, with SEM
and Social driving the bulk of Map downloads/emails sign-ups.

The database grew by more than 30,000 contacts over the past year to over 100,000 by
offering potential visitors various maps to help them plan their stay. Both open rate and
click thru rate have continued to rise, indicative of higher quality audience cultivation
coupled with weeding out the older lists that were no longer active. Continuing with these
types of programs will prove valuable as first party data becomes a stronger part of the
overall strategy.

Efforts continue to drive more visitors, more efficiently. During the first half of the year,
31% more users visited the website compared to the same period two years ago at a
decreasing cost per new visitor which is now $1.14. Meanwhile, more than 50 percent of all
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new paid media visitors converted to 1+ Minute users which is the highest conversion to
date and map downloads were just $1.28 cost per lead.

Optimizations in our paid search program drove over 200,000 clicks at just 49 cents per
click. The average session duration of this traffic was almost identical to 2021 at 1 minute
18 seconds, which is strong when 80% of this traffic is coming in via mobile devices. The
desirability of central coast destinations makes it possible to bid on specific Keywords (e.g.
“things to do in slo”) and much more general ones (e.g. “scenic road trip”) and have success
with both approaches. As we focus even more on actions taken online, we’ll be able to
leverage the website and video content to bring in an even more-qualified set of audiences
over time.

Our engagement on organic social media continues to expand, with Facebook
engagements up more than 30 percent over prior year and video views up nearly 60
percent over prior year as we shifted our focus on video to a first-person perspective.
Instagram and Pinterest also both show increases in impressions, total audience, and total
engagements year over year.

We hosted ten key journalists the first half of the fiscal year and attended two media
missions. Travel writers showed high interest in our area and named many of our
communities and beaches to top 10 lists for best places to travel, publishing more than 30
articles about our area.
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The organization continues to seek opportunities to collaborate with Visit SLO CAL and has
also developed numerous cooperative programs with the local fund areas to expand their
unique messages, including co-funding opportunities in search engine marketing, paid
social, and content, along with providing thousands of video and photographic assets.

As we look to 2023-24, we will launch with an updated strategic plan and continue to
improve existing programs and look for new opportunities. We look forward to continued
and smart growth in visitation for Highway 1 communities in the coming year.
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TOT Tracking & BID Assessment Growth

TOT Totals*
BID Assessment

Collections

Source: County Tax
Collector

Source: County
Reconciliation Reports

2009 | 2010 $5,452,645 $1,208,756

2010 | 2011 $5,733,837 $1,270,149

2011 | 2012 $6,364,986 $1,377,971

2012 | 2013 $6,794,324 $1,460,965

2013 | 2014 $7,439,334 $1,648,058

2014 | 2015 $8,117,718 $1,798,886

2015 | 2016 $8,529,754 $1,860,859

2016 | 2017 $8,568,487 $1,920,749

2017 | 2018 $8,450,318 $1,866,268

2018 | 2019 $9,089,314 $2,187,618

2019 | 2020 $7,539,423 $1,510,873

2020 | 2021 $10,127,945 $1,589,826

2021 | 2022 $14,178,299 $1,536,838

Y/Y Growth +40% -3.3%

Growth since inception +160% 27.1%

*County TOT totals are updated in arrears. Data provided reflects most recent reports received from the County.

CBID Collected 2009-2022: $21,237,816
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Marketing Plan 2022 | 2023

Executive Summary

As the new fiscal year approaches, the focus on refining the successful programs of the
past continues, along with testing and developing new ideas that could become
cornerstones for the future. The Unincorporated SLO County TBID marketing strategy,
developed for implementation in 2019-2022 has driven our programs and success and will
be revisited in the fall of 2022 to create a road map for the future. Research from Visit SLO
CAL and other travel trends continue to provide guidance. Changes in the digital world,
from the Consumer Privacy Act to augmented reality, provide both challenges and
opportunities. As a result, the board decided to pivot the visitor-facing brand from Highway
1 Discovery Route to Highway 1 Road Trip. This new direction will provide more
opportunities to integrate our ten communities as a united experience for visitors.

2022 Year End Synopsis - Experience is Everything
While restrictions have limited travelers over the past two years, data has shown that many
have learned to live with COVID and continued creating experiences through travel.
Restrictions have only encouraged committed travelers to adapt by taking domestic trips
and seeking rural escapes.

Recent research also points to an optimism and a resilience in committed travelers who are
more than ready to get back to seeing the world and creating memorable experiences.
Building on this momentum, the year ahead, and the future of the travel industry, has the
potential to build back better than ever and we’ve already seen signs of that growth in San
Luis Obispo County.

Highway 1 Continues to Build Success
Website users in 2022 increased by 61 percent to more than 700,000 individual users.
Contributing to this increase were:

● 70 new pages of new content added to the website
● More than 8,000 photos and 240 videos
● 81 articles published in top travel outlets
● Organic social media users and sessions were up over 50 percent
● Paid media drove an increase in average session duration by 18 percent and 1+

minute sessions were up 77 percent on the same investment
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● The map lead generation effort continues to drive email sign ups and the engaged
database is now over 80,000

Overall Travel Trends

Major Pent-up Demand for Travel in 22-23:While there remains uncertainty, most
experts are still expecting big things for travel in the year ahead. Following are some key
trends that will impact how (and where) Americans travel in the year ahead.

Travelers Will Be More Willing to Splurge: After putting things on hold for so long,
travelers will be willing to spring for extras to make those milestone birthdays or bucket-list
adventures feel special. A AAA study shows that people are spending more money, staying
longer, booking nicer rooms, and really treating themselves to extras.

Travelers Will Keep Heading Outside: A lot of travelers who headed to state and national
parks during the pandemic found that getting out into nature makes for a memorable trip.
And it’s a trend that shows no signs of slowing down.

Family and Friends Will Be Preferred Travel Companions: Family vacations,
multigenerational trips, and small group travel will be popular ways to see the world.
Families will also turn to travel as a way to reconnect. Multigenerational travel and skip-gen
vacations were a growing trend even before the pandemic, and that’s expected to continue
in the years ahead.

U.S. Road Trips Still A Go: The huge demand for leisure is set to continue, but rising gas
prices may influence road trippers — and if ongoing, they could potentially dampen the
overall record pace of U.S. travel recovery. A survey of more than 1,000 U.S.-based travelers
conducted by AAA in March, 2022, found 52% plan to take a vacation this summer. Of those
travelers, over half (58%) said they would consider changing their plans if gas prices got
"high enough."

Travelers care about sustainably: 87% of travelers care about visiting locations that care
about themselves. From hoping to reduce their own environmental impact to having a
locally relevant experience, travelers are increasingly wanting to feel good about the
footprint they’ve left behind.
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Visit SLO CAL EDI/Visitor Research Overview
In late 2021, Visit SLO Cal commissioned two pieces of research, one focused on overall
visitor trends, and one focused on the area’s diversity and inclusivity. Below are some
highlights and an overview of the visitor profiles:

● SLO CAL’s current competitive position is driven by lower familiarity and awareness
of its assets compared to the comp set.

● There are no major negatives associated with the destination and no barriers to
visitation.

● Visitors and potential visitors share a similar image of the area; it is just stronger
among visitors.

● The challenge simply is that SLO CAL has strong competitors, which generally are
more established with the audience. Increased marketing and education will
address this challenge.

● Key attributes that are important for motivating travel are also highly rated by
consumers. These include relaxing, authentic, a good value for the money, and
welcoming.

● Messaging could be strengthened by communicating that the destination is a fun
place that is friendly and accepting.

● SLO CAL is known as a place with wide open spaces – an attribute that was more
important during the pandemic but remains so today.

● SLO CAL’s current image is more relaxed, small town and natural.

● While it is highly rated for its scenic beauty, the competitive destinations all offer
scenic beauty. And while it is important to reinforce the scenery – having that type of
beauty is the price of entry to even be considered - it is not enough to differentiate
SLO CAL.

● Lake Tahoe has the most similar image - relaxed, small town and beauty. However,
there is opportunity to gain ground as Tahoe is currently receiving attention for
crowds and traffic.
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● The activities that motivated the most trips to SLO CAL are:
○ Visited a beach
○ Drove a scenic highway
○ Dined in an independent restaurant
○ Went to a winery/brewery/distillery
○ Visited a park or nature area

The research further identified some current and potential target audiences:

Outdoor Families: The largest percentage of current visitors, Outdoor Families travel to
bond and recharge. The most motivating activity for this group is the beach, and they enjoy
outdoor pursuits. These upscale families have children at home and established careers.
With an average age of 45.6, they are the second-youngest segment, and are active and
participate in a wide variety of activities. Outdoor Families are frequent visitors to SLO CAL.
With an average of 5.2 trips in the past 5 years, these visitors are likely taking an annual trip
to SLO CAL. Larger travel parties and longer stays make this group the highest overall
spending segment, with average trip expenditures of $1,284.

Beach and Wine Couples: Beach and Wine Couples make up a quarter of overall visitors.
They want to spend time together and escape from everyday stresses. Both the beach and
wineries/wine country are strong motivators for
choosing their destination. They are upscale,
educated couples who come for a short trip –
3.2 nights. They participate in a variety of
activities on their trip. In addition to a visit to the
beach and wine tasting are scenic drives, park
and nature areas, independent restaurants, and
historic landmarks. Many of the trips are part of
a larger trip that includes areas like Santa
Barbara, Monterey and Carmel. They are most
likely to stay overnight in San Luis Obispo, Cambria, or Pismo Beach.

Explorers: Explorers make up just 14 percent of current visitors. They are motivated by
unique experiences and are more interested in connecting with the destination and less
about connecting with each other. This segment is mostly male (71%) and has the highest
LGBTQ+ representation (10%). They are well educated and less likely to have children at
home. They have the highest representation of Asian travelers (20%) and are the highest
earning segment even though they are not the oldest. Their party size and length of stay
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are similar to the high-spending Outdoor Families, but they are the second-lowest
spenders, a dynamic that is driven by frugal spending on accommodations and meals. The
beach is a top activity for this group, but less so than the other segments, and they are the
most likely to engage in nightlife and entertainment.

YOLOs (You Only Live Once): Also contributing to 14 percent of current visitors, YOLO’s
are motivated by excitement, thrills and living life to the fullest. They are the youngest
segment with an average age of 43. They are highly educated and high earners, but they
have the lowest household income of the segments – a function of their age. They have
diverse interests and are willing to try a wide variety of activities. YOLOs are motivated by
the beach, driving the scenic highway, nature, historic sites/landmarks, and wineries. They
are the most likely to camp at the beach, visit an art gallery or museum, and watch a space
launch. They are also the second highest overall spenders, despite a relatively small party
size. Their spending is concentrated on meals, shopping and entertainment rather than
lodging.

KEY EDI Research Takeaway: Feeling welcomed is more important to these travelers than
being in a diverse place.

Looking to the Next Year

As we look ahead to 2023-24, we will remain aggressive and focused on our key
marketing imperatives, utilizing key learning from 2022:

Marketing Imperatives & Initiatives

● Evolve Marketing Leadership with LFAs
○ Provide marketing bridge opportunities
○ Support LFAs through educational and technical assistance opportunities

● Pursue Excellence and Efficiency of Owned Media
○ Refine and leverage the CBID database
○ Align on web strategy
○ Develop and execute social strategies

● Increase Consideration to Visit Highway 1 and our Ten Communities and Assets
○ Partner with Visit SLO Cal to drive awareness
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○ Pursue partnerships that drive awareness to our unincorporated
communities

○ Develop effective and targeted content

Marketing Strategies and Tactics Overview

LFA Programs
Continue to grow LFA Imperative Programs designed to provide access to coattail
marketing opportunities and focus on developing visitor planning tools to drive
consideration at the lower end of the marketing funnel:

● Develop additional local content pages on Highway 1 website for each of the LFAs

● Provide funding for individual LFA paid search efforts and Google Discovery ads

● Increase paid media co-funding opportunities at varying tiers for the LFAs, including
expanding both Google Search impressions and Discovery Ads; continue to provide
matching funds for an LFA Paid Media campaigns; and negotiate special pricing for
paid media opportunities and content creation and distribution.

● Support asset curation through CrowdRiff UGC platform
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● Produce area photos and videos for use by the LFAs

● Compile campaign tool kits for each of the LFAs to use in efforts to support the
overall messaging

● Investigate creation of a cooperative social influencer program

● Consider ways to integrate lodging carousels throughout the social media programs

● Support public relations activities and LFA awards, i.e., best beaches in California,
throughout paid and social campaigns

● Coordinate All-Agency calls to collaborate and share information

Align and Integrate Marketing Tactics
Integration between
marketing tactics
breaks through the
clutter. We continue
to test and refine our
efforts while
maintaining our focus
on the channels and
messages that have
proven to engage.
Highlights of ongoing
programs include:

Public Relations
Public relations efforts continue with a focus on key travel publications with messaging
focused on content visitors want. The media landscape continues to shift with an elevated
emphasis on online content and individual media press trips are back in full force. Editorial
themes trending that align with our destination attributes include:

● Travel with Impact: People will be more conscious about how they travel and are
looking for ways to give back while on vacation

● Sustainability will continue to be a key trend and drive media visits
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● Wellness - people are looking beyond the typical wellness offerings to destinations
that offer true wellness activities

● Nature and rural escapes
● “Slow” travel and immersive experiences
● Culinary with farm-influenced experiences will be key to creative pitches designed to

highlight a variety of coastal experiences
● Road trip-themed coverage is anticipated to be strong
● The reopening of Hearst Castle will also be a key theme
● Continue to support placements in the Top 50 publications with a focus on the

following:

Departures Eating Well Food & Wine

Hemispheres Martha Stewart Living Matador Network

Men’s Journal Nat Geo Traveler New York Times

Organic Spa Phoenix Magazine Pop Sugar

Purewow SB Independent Town & Country

Uproxx Wall Street Journal Westways

Wine Enthusiast 7x7
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Paid Media
Over the past year, paid media drove an increase in average session duration by 18 percent
and 1+ minute sessions were up 77 percent on the same investment. In addition, paid
media generated thousands of map downloads. For the next fiscal year, we will focus on
three main key performance indicators:

1. Drive improved efficiencies of 1 minute + users
2. Focus on growing and measuring Cost per New Name (CPNN) for our lead

generation campaigns designed to increase our database with engaged users
3. Continue optimizing campaigns to overall engagements such as video views, shares,

and comments

In the new fiscal year we plan to continue and expand the tactics that contributed most to
this, utilizing top digital channels including search engine marketing and paid social media,
while exploring and testing other new tools and tactics, including Amazon video and
display, connected TV, Foursquare, TikTok, and other opportunities where California travel
content aligns. The detailed media plan will be presented in June, 2022 and included within
this report upon approval.

Social Media
Organic social was up 54 percent over prior year as emphasis was placed on utilizing user
generated content to communicate authentic experiences and drive engagement. An
ever-changing environment, social media continues to provide us with opportunities:

● Develop and post more short form vertical videos. Videos are being favored in the
algorithms across platforms. Facebook recently rolled out reels as well, and can use
content across TikTok, Facebook, and Instagram.

● Integrate with paid media. Continue to study ad spending on other platforms such
as YouTube, and Pinterest.

● Watching Augmented Reality and how we can integrate it into our social mix as it
continues to develop.

● Hosting Influencers who are on brand and have a large following. Also working with
micro-influencers for specific niches.

● Continue to utilize CrowdRiff and UGC to build trust and engage with followers.

● Message Inclusivity reiterating that Highway 1 welcomes everyone.
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Email
Our 80,000+ email database is more engaged than ever before, yet work continues to
secure ongoing interest. In 22-23 we will focus on:

● Developing new email templates with a stronger call to action to improve the clicks
to take people to the website

● Create new email content attached to landing pages such as:
○ Wildlife Checklist for visitors (like a scavenger hunt)
○ Little-Known History of the Central Coast (a list of fun historical facts)
○ Road Trip Top Stops Checklist

● Consider a tool like Mapbox to build interactive maps
● Investigate guided audio tours of the Central Coast

Search Engine Optimization
Efforts continue in the next fiscal year to improve the quality of the website to drive
engagement and provide information travelers are searching:

● Overall improvement/updates to the Dining and Lodging pages
● Development of new templates and link building, including a backlink strategy for

new content around other Highway 1 communities
● Identifying a better approach for how to market non-Highway 1 activities on the site
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● Investigate some small redesign/navigation changes on the destination pages,
including incorporating more pictures and video

● Work on updating existing pages with fresh and interesting content
● Refresh Hearst Castle content
● Explore additional content related to Highway 1 Road Trips

Content & Asset Curation
Content and asset curation continues to play a large role in the ongoing success of all of
our programs – from email to social to creative assets used by paid media. Content
includes website pages enhanced for search, blogs that are posted on both the CBID and
Visit SLO CAL’s website, and photography/video that is broadly shared and helps support
LFA efforts. In the last fiscal year alone, more than 8,500 photos and 240 videos were
created. Creation of these assets will continue in 23-24.

Stewardship Travel for Good
Stewardship/Travel for Good continues to align with our county’s wide open spaces,
outdoor activities, and efforts to preserve and protect our area and connects us with one of
the biggest travel trends – People and Places that Care. Travel for Good efforts for the next
year include:

● Develop content focused on back to nature itineraries
● Communicate “caring” for the traveler and the destination they visit
● Focus and connect visitors to our non profit partners and encourage hands on

learning and volunteer opportunities
● Develop and communicate individual LFA itineraries
● Continue to integrate the Coastal Discovery Trail, Wildlife Viewing & Stewardship

Travel Tips, History & Heritage Trail, and Secret Beaches in overarching campaigns
● Research and create a “Back to Nature” tour

Measuring Success
Closely tied to the overall strategic direction, we have focused on being a planful and
data-driven organization. There is a continuous improvement culture in place which
focuses on measuring results, testing new ideas, and optimizing each program for
maximum efficiency. This strategic direction and marketing strategy, first implemented in
2019, creates a road map for the future.
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Strategic Plan 2023-2027
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Visit SLO CAL Partnership
Visit SLO CAL is continuing work toward a “House of Brands” strategy and linking the
communities of SLO CAL utilizing a mapping strategy to show time and distance with the
message that you can do it all in SLO CAL – meaning you can spend your morning at the
beach, go wine tasting in the afternoon, and be somewhere else for dinner.

Specifically related to our areas, Visit SLO Cal refers to each community as a place to visit,
but refers to Highway 1 as a thing to do. In addition, Trip Advisor ranks Highway 1 as the #1
thing to do in our county.

Pivoting Our Brand To Highway 1 Road Trip
Highway 1 Discovery Route has been the visitor facing name of our
website since 2016. The Discovery Route was a way to tie the
communities together. Over time, however, the reference has moved
toward Highway 1 in SLO Cal, or just Highway 1 in most of our content
and in public relations efforts.

Highway 1 Road Trip as a thing to do evokes a journey and is a stronger and easier to
remember moniker for our area. With 4,000 to 10,000 searches in Google each month,
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Highway 1 Road Trip.com offers us a new avenue to attract even more travelers. And with
uncomplicated migration and porting of analytics, the board decided to venture in this
direction for the future.

Additionally, it opens an array of new opportunities including a strategic partnership with
the Land Rover car dealership in Los Angeles. The plan is to have 3-4 influencers take a
road trip in a Land Rover visiting the Hidden Gems of Highway 1. They will create and share
several videos to use on both paid and social channels. The partnership includes Highway 1
being featured in the dealer’s paid, social and email. Many other road trip opportunities will
also be explored, including the ongoing efforts of Visit California who is also promoting
road trips: Endless sunshine, incredible outdoor experiences—discover why California is
the ultimate road trip destination.

As the new fiscal year approaches, we continue to focus on refining the successful
programs of the past, along with testing and developing new ideas to create a road map for
future success.

Stewardship Traveler for Good Program
Highway 1 Road Trip’s Stewardship Travel for Good Program (STFG) was successfully
launched in 2013. It continues to maintain promoting over 40 activities with 36 community
partners (28 local non-profits, 8 businesses). The program is a key differentiating strategy
that provides a unique platform to attract and retain
visitors, and at the same time benefits our natural
surroundings, historic assets, economy, and local
communities.

For 2022-23 the strategy speaks effectively to trust and
authenticity in marketing along with the trending visitor
values of caring for the self (deep relaxation and
experiential travel), the destinations they visit
(expansive environments and small-town culture),
connecting and bonding to each other well through
caring experiences (romantic, family) connecting and learning from “expert” locals
(educational and stewardship tours and experiences with donation options that help serve
the visitor’s values of wanting to contribute to preservation).
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The program inspires visitors and residents alike to deepen their SLO County experiences,
learn more about their surroundings, and to help care for the region’s natural and cultural
heritage. The Stewardship Travel for Good brand increases awareness while positioning
Highway 1 Road Trip as a leader in tourism sustainability.

Current and growing travel trends in hands-on eco-tourism, sustainable, green, volunteer,
and geo-tourism provide additional support for the pursuit of this marketing strategy:

● 2022 Booking.com’s Sustainability Travel Report found:
○ 81% of global travelers confirm that sustainable travel is important to them,

with 50% saying that recent news about climate change has influenced them
to make more sustainable travel choices.

○ 50% of travelers say they want to leave the places they visit better than when
they arrived, with 33% revealing that they chose to travel outside of peak
season to avoid overcrowding.

○ 66% of people globally believe it is no longer enough for a company/brand to
simply give money to a good cause; they need to integrate causes into their
day-to-day business.

● National Geographic’s 2022 Travel Trends says:
○ Being a green traveler today is no longer limited to one-off gestures but,

rather, it’s a state of mind. An ongoing attitude to conscious adventure, it
now influences all aspects of our travel, from what we pack and how we
reach our destination to where we stay and the activities we take part in.

We are excited to continue to market and integrate the Wildlife Viewing & Stewardship
Travel Tips, The History & Heritage Trail, the Coastal Discovery Trail, and the NEW
Itineraries Campaign (Earth Day, Coastal Clean-Up & Regional Itineraries). These have
proved to be great tools that have been shared digitally with visitors through our 500
lodging properties and partners.

2022-2023 Program Highlights
● Responded well to Visit SLO Cal request as they unrolled their Sustainable Travel

Program.
● STFG was featured at the World Travel & Tourism Council Destination Spotlight

series. https://wttc.org/initiatives/destination-spotlight/slo-cal
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Program Benefits

● STFG Attracts and engages an emerging, high-profile visitor, alongside locals, who
will help care for the region.

● The Stewardship Travel for Good marketing strategy continues to position CBID on
the breaking wave of evolving travel trends to attract visitors and the media.

● Continues to be an effective differentiation strategy from Monterey and Santa
Barbara.

● The menu of hands-on and contribution opportunities helps differentiate the
Highway 1 Road Trip’s brand and unincorporated SLO County from other popular
travel destination choices.

● Delivers cost-effective media attention and high value content for all social media
and online tactics.

● Builds off-season and extended stay opportunities throughout the 10 regions.

● Effectively provides one path towards long-term, countywide economic and
resource sustainability.

● Continues to evolve the stewardship messaging to honor and attract the values of
our visitor. The post COVID STFG messaging has a strong focus on activities that can
be done solo or with family while still having the ability to help conserve and protect
our region.

● Supports dozens of local non-profits in SLO County.

Examples of High Value Stewardship Travel Activities

The activities ensure opportunities for learning, authentic connection, natural and cultural
heritage, and public participation in clean-ups and restoration activities such as: dive,
beach, stream, lake, trail, meadow, campground, and parks. STFG provides the visitor
information on how and where to financially contribute to “make a difference” in the area
that the visitor just enjoyed and connected with; it allows them to have fun while doing
something good!

Activity examples include:

● Central Coast State Parks Mind walks offers lectures on topics of interest that
include cultural, history, natural history, and current issues
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● Montaña de Oro State Park Trail Restoration Days draws
over 150 enthusiastic participants annually

● Avila Beach and Cambria’s Stewardship Clean-up Kit and
Appreciation Tote

● Marley Family Seaweed offers educational Seaweed
Foraging Tours in Cayucos

2022-2023 Top Focus

● Continue to market & integrate the Hwy 1 Road Trips’
Coastal Discovery Trail, Wildlife Viewing & Stewardship
Travel Tips, & The History & Heritage Trail.

● Create comprehensive Stewardship Travel for Good
Itineraries that are customized and newsworthy for each individual region that fit
into the overall CBID approach for 2022-2023.

● Create customized, STFG focused, inclusive itineraries for STFG dedicated focus
areas, Annual Coastal Clean-Up & Earth Day Celebration.

● Continue to look for different ways to “repackage” and leverage all our STFG
research and inventory to date.

● Continue to assist and work with Bid Bunch contractors to understand better and
leverage the STFG strategic/communication approach to connect with visitors/media
with a heavy emphasis on using STFG for PR outreach.

● Continue to evolve the successful Season of Coastal Discovery as an off-season 6
week-long event that provides more connection, learning, meaningful experiences,
and caring while on vacation.

○ Launch and promote the Travel for Good Regional Itineraries during the 2023
Season of Coastal Discovery.

● Continue to promote successful messaging/content/approaches such as Wildlife
Viewing and Stewardship Travel Tips, Guide to Stewardship Travel for Good
Activities, History and Heritage Trail, Coastal Discovery Trail, and The Whale Trail.

● Focus on creating a higher SEO impact by integrating STFG messaging within our
website.

○ During & Post COVID-19 Stewardship Travel for Good Key messaging:

■ Seasoned travelers know there’s more to great travel than
sightseeing! Follow the "good" along 100 miles of California's Central
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Coast by exploring the award-winning Highway 1 Road Trip’s
"Stewardship Travel for Good" menu of over 50 special attractions,
voluntourism, and caring activities at world class beaches, bays, parks,
and wildlife preserves. Experience wide-open spaces and social
distancing at its best!

Program Focus Areas and Updates Developed for 2022-23

The CBID has identified and refined the Stewardship Traveler for Good strategic marketing
approach into 4 prioritized and distinct times of year, focusing on “shoulder seasons”:

● Season of Coastal Discovery (Coastal Discovery Celebration) – January/February
● California Coastal Clean Up – September
● Earth Day - April
● Continue to market our existing STFG materials; Stewardship Travel for Good

Itineraries, the Coastal Discovery Trail, History & Heritage & Wildlife Viewing &
Stewardship Travel Tips

2022-23 Program Focus/Goals

● Maintain the ongoing stability of STFG activities and assets
● Continue to maintain strong STFG marketing and PR efforts
● Continue to deepen and integrate STFG in all 10 regions
● Create more in-county awareness, education and promotion of STFG
● Manage and support our strategic marketing partners effectively

Looking Ahead to 2023

Travel demand has bounced back, and in many areas, exceeds pre-pandemic levels.
However, market shifts, tech advancements and changing attitudes are changing the
landscape. Following are three top tourism predictions for the future, gleaned from various
travel industry sources: Each of them offers opportunities for our county.

Bleisure travel will continue to rise.
While Millennials have already taken over a large portion of the workforce, Gen Z has
begun infiltrating and their numbers will only continue to grow. With the shift in
demographics, business leisure travel is on the rise. Even before the pandemic, 90% of
Millennials tacked on entertainment activities to their business trips. Now, employees are
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taking advantage of flexible corporate travel policies and utilizing their resources, like
self-service apps and programs, to optimize their stay.

Sustainability will influence travel decisions.
Recently, green initiatives have become a hot topic. It’s reported that seven in ten
consumers have actually avoided certain tourism spots because they were skeptical of their
sustainable practices. This includes climate, environment and even culture. Travelers in
2024 are expected to closely consider climate warnings when it comes to their travel
choices as well as the impact their travel may have on native cultures.

Travelers will prefer unique, authentic experiences.
Experiential tourism is hot right now. Travelers want once-in-a-lifetime adventures. They
want to get on the same level as the locals. That’s why many travelers prefer
non-traditional accommodations, so they can explore their destination with a different
lens. In fact, 74% of millennial business travelers opted for vacation rentals versus hotels.

Initiatives for 23-24
Implementation of Updated Strategic Plan
With an updated plan finalized in March, the team is energizing to take things to the next
level with new initiatives including everything from richer storytelling through refreshed
branding and partner marketing, to an even stronger collaboration with Visit SLO Cal,
building on shared objectives. The mission is to provide memorable visitors experiences
while being stewards for thriving, welcoming, and cohesive communities.
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Improved Storytelling - Highway 1 Road Trip at Your Own Pace
There exists an opportunity to enhance our message to the visitor, showing the incredible
variety of unique experiences that can be discovered, with attractions and activities that
appeal to every type of visitor, with a nod to sustainability at every turn.

A Highway 1 Road Trip offers a bit of everything — from Hearst Castle, with its inspiring
collections and iconic architecture, to miles of picture-perfect beaches, small town main
streets lined with cafes, and world class wineries to enjoy. Highway 1 in SLO CAL has
everything.

It’s important we offer travelers enriching experiences that foster and enable life-long
memories and show them the real side of the place they are visiting, to help them immerse
themselves fully into the local culture. Long-term, this is a positive thing for our
destinations to focus on. And it translates to the Bleisure traveler as well, with our myriad
of vacation rentals in close proximity to desired experiences.

Sustainability & Wellness go hand-in-hand
With anxiety about the global economy, climate change, political uncertainty, and
persistent health and safety concerns top of mind, wellness and sustainability have become
intertwined as primary travel motivators.

As people have resumed traveling, their first priority has often been to reunite with friends
and family. Today, many want to prioritize relaxation, wellness, and new experiences. To
cope with the world around us, self-care is now non-negotiable. The motivations for travel
may vary by individual, but the trend is clear: people value travel more than ever before
and will continue to make time and save money for it. Travel allows us to invest in our
mental and physical well-being and go on new
adventures. Since the start of the pandemic, all of the
following have become more important reasons to
travel:

● Change of scenery
● Physical and/or mental health benefits
● Making up for lost time with friends and family
● Having new experiences
● Getting out of my comfort zone
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Visitors with a keen interest in sustainability, conservation, and responsible tourism can
experience our diverse ecosystem of protected wildlife and marine life which includes
whales, elephant seals, and Monarch butterflies – to name a few. Our organization was
trendsetting in this regard, with a focus on stewardship and travel for good being a core
program for more than ten years. As we move forward, we will be working to further
integrate sustainability into everything we do, including collaborating with Visit SLO CAL as
they develop their Sustainable SLO initiatives.

Utilizing Advances in Technology
As the tech landscape continues to change, we will be looking to understand the
implications of GA4, AI (artificial intelligence), and other data analysis to expand and
understand our efforts. Google has said that, “GA4 offers marketers the flexibility and
agility to gain more insights, better activate their data and make an even greater impact on
their organizations’ business goals—all in a way that protects user privacy.” We have
already implemented it to gather data, and it may change our specific key performance
indicators a bit. With every change, comes learning and opportunity. There is not only
opportunity with GA4, but we are already utilizing AI to make our reporting more efficient,
identify lookalike audiences, suggest program refinements, and more.
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Organizational Chart

The CBID is comprised of a 7-member board of lodging owners from throughout the
unincorporated area. The CAO reports to the Advisory Board and manages strategic
direction with the 17-member BID Bunch contracted marketing team as well as the
2-member contracted support team. In addition there are seven (7) local fund area (LFA)
boards with a total of 28 volunteer board members. These LFA boards utilize 3 contracted
administrators plus 5 marketing firms.
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Local Fund Recap

The ordinance allows for 1% of the 2% BID Assessment to be attributed directly to the Local
Fund Area (LFA) that generated the funding.

*Annual Collections are from the 2022|2023 fiscal year and reflect 1% of the 2% BID
assessment collection.

2022 Total LFA Application Funding: $1,021,890 | 2022 LFA Application Total: 36
Total funding since inception: $10,424,122 | Total projects since inception: 618

Avila Beach – Avila Beach Tourism Alliance (ABTA)
Board Meeting: 2nd Wednesday of each month
Board Composition: 3-member board
Admin: Stephanie Rowe
Marketing Partner: TJA Advertising VisitAvilaBeach.com
Tactics: Website, ads, social, quarterly newsletter
Annual Collections: $295,873*
2022 Projects: 4 | $91,314
Total Projects: 89 | $2,207,762

Cambria - Cambria Tourism Board (CTB)
Board Meeting: 2nd Tuesday of each month
Board Composition: 5-member board; 3 committees
(marketing, events/outreach & governance)
Admin: Jill Jackson
Marketing Partner: Archer & Hound VisitCambriaCA.com
Tactics: Website, ads, social, blogs, newsletter, PR, booking engine, APP, CycleCentralCoast
Annual Collections: $573,020*
2022 Projects: 12 | $178,193
Total Projects: 191 | $4,477,898

Cayucos – Visitor Alliance of Cayucos (VAC)
Board Meeting: 2nd Monday every other month
Board Composition: 4-member board
Admin: Danielle Dubow
Marketing Partner: Danna Coy (social media) and Shadetree Marketing
Tactics: Photography, social, newsletter and paid social ads
Annual Collections: $215,929*
2022 Projects: 5 | $174,990
Total Projects: 79 | $1,120,161
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Los Osos|Baywood Park|Unincorp. Morro Bay – Visit Los Osos Baywood (VLOB)
Board Meeting: 4th Tuesday of each month
Board Composition: 3-member board with 1 committee (mktg)
Admin: Danielle Dubow
Marketing Partner: Shadetree Marketing
Tactics: Website, ads, social, quarterly newsletter
Annual Collections: $64,012*
2022 Projects: 5 | $50,596
Total Projects: 50 | $290,803

Oceano|Nipomo – Visit Oceano Nipomo (ONTB)
Board Meeting: Every other month
Board Composition: 4-member board
Admin: Stephanie Rowe
Marketing Partner: TJA Advertising VisitOceanoNipomo.com
Tactics: Ads, social, quarterly newsletter
Annual Collections: $87,789*
2022 Projects: 3 | $8,406
Total Projects: 44 | $341,635

Unincorporated SLO & Arroyo Grande – SLO Wine Lodging (EV/AGV)
Board Meeting: Every other month
Board Composition: 6-member board with 1 committee (mktg)
Admin: Danielle Dubow
Marketing Partner: Big Red Marketing
Tactics: Ads (FB), social, quarterly newsletter
Annual Collections: 78,441*
2022 Projects: 2 | $34,260
Total Projects: 40 | $236,520

San Simeon|Ragged Point – San Simeon Tourism Alliance (SSTA)
Board Meeting: 3rd Tuesday of each month
Board Composition: 3-member board
Admin: Support staff through Chamber office
Marketing Partner: Solterra Strategies VisitSanSimeonCA.com
Tactics: Website, ads, social, blogs, monthly newsletter, PR
Annual Collections: $220,880*
2022 Projects: 5 | $484,131
Total Projects: 116 | $1,690,344
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Local Fund Area (LFA) Imperative Program

Several years ago, the CBID board identified that opportunities existed to further
collaborate with the Local Funds Areas to reduce duplicative efforts, and to also utilize the
partnership to increase our share of voice. Over the years, many impactful opportunities
have been executed, and the program continues to evolve.

In the past year, we’ve focused on leveraged opportunities with multiple leading media and
platforms to present co-op opportunities to our LFAs. The co-op sought to provide CBID
tested opportunities in these media to achieve measurable results for varying strategies
and key performance indicators, including engagement, traffic driving, and various
conversions, (i.e., map downloads or email sign ups.

We offered the opportunity to work with a range of leading digital media publishers such as
Hearst/SFGate, Facebook/Instagram, Google Ads and Amazon, while capitalizing on the
awareness that CBID's consideration campaign also generates in these markets. Selections
are based on CBID tried and true implementations. All LFAs participated in the programs
and have all indicated a high interest in continuing.
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In addition to paid media programs, we have also continued to publish robust local content
pages on Highway 1 Road Trip website for each of the LFAs, including developing campaign
tool kits for each of the LFAs to use in efforts to support the overall messaging. They have
also been provided thousands of photo and video assets to utilize in their campaigns. and
have been informed of overall campaign results on monthly calls.

Almost $250,000 is invested annually by the CBID to support collaborative,
value-driven LFA programs.
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Local Fund Area (LFA) Financials 2022 | 2022 (as of March 2023)
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General Fund Budget 2022 | 2023 (as of March 2023)
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Balance Sheet 2022| 2023 (as of March 2023)
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Reconciliation Report 2022 | 2023 (as of March 2023)
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2022 | 2023 Projected Budget (as of April 2023)
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